
Dear Paddlers,  
First Aid / Survival Kit 
 
"Murphy" and his law seem to be most active when we are least expecting or prepared for things to go 
wrong. We can prepare for many of these unforeseen events but we often fail to do so because it is just 
too much of a hassle. A suggestion might be to always carry a small, water proof kit every time our 
kayak heads for the water. Such a kit is not intended for a month long expedition and could fit into a 
wide-mouthed "nalgene" type bottle.  Where as there are some universal items such as bandages, 
waterproof matches, and disinfectant, your kit should be customized for your individual needs. You 
might have a requirement for special medication etc. If you tie a light chord to the kit it can be retrieved 
if it slides to the back of your hatch you need it in a hurry. 
 

I recently purchased a commercially prepared kit. It came in a wide mouthed "nalgene" bottle with an 
attached carabiner.   Its cost was a little over $15 which was reasonable when you figure that the bottle 
alone would cost over $10. Unfortunately the contents (listed below) were excessive in the number and 
types of bandages and lacked some essential items.  
Contents of the Commercially Prepared Kit 
Bandages   Pre-moistened towelettes   Antiseptic towels  
Gauze   Whistle     Alcohol prep pad    
Triangle bandage  Plastic bags    Scissors 
 Adhesive tape   Tweezers     "Quick Guide to First-Aid" 
 
Suggestions for Your Customized Kit 
Bandages   Mini compass    Matches (water proofed)  
Fish hooks and line Disinfectant     Snake bite kit   
Tweezers   Cortizone (anti-itch)   Scissors  
Chap stick  Duct tape / repair tape    Aspirin 
"New skin"   Diarrhea medication   Signal mirror  
Constipation medication     Multi-tool (small)  
Sunburn cream  Moleskin padding    $20 bill 
Water purification  Key to unlock your car    Wire saw  
Personal medication Burn medication 
You should probably leave your name and address on or in this kit in case it floats away and becomes 
separated from you and things really deteriorate Only small amounts of the above contents are 
required, if you use up something because of an emergency, you will be motivated to replace it after 
returning from your trip. The bottle itself can be a valuable asset if you have to purify water. Most 
injuries that I have experienced on kayak trips have occurred transitioning from water to shore or from 
burns. If you ever need a single item in your kit it will have been the effort  to build and carry it in your 
kayak. 
 
Be Well, 
Gary Hakala 
President  
Valley Wide Kayak Club  


